
I Un<u!'oorizt,d «>prV>1 or """., I

Answer

[(J
I Un'uU,ori«<itopyi'I,.,."",i,, I.

• .., pOt1Q/ ihilJ".:'" ~I'IIJ.

-l-

3. A small corrununity college has 3 000 registered students, of whom<::40%:re)Ull*Nmf>
aod the rest~art-time. Seventy-fiye percent of the full.time students are educa Ion
~rs. and~oftbe part~ SO](jePts.~~'~d~~;rtiQn~fo~If a random sample of

(lQD..ttudents is selected, what is the expected number of students in the sample who are

edu.:ation majors? (\ -:- '3'1 (;17.) .,.'

.L}b"i", f~l _-I, ~ .
I ,..');' 1/6 fi, ~ ed u {,' +v...;~I'.J r' si

,.> .( 40) - 10< cD -rLL d -+,.t'-{., ,
(E) 120 \-r,~J~6b. -Cl(1O eciLL({l-i,v,., ft"
'f,LL c.. O.,C;(Iir-OO):1

@6rD) (.~O ')"'; 1850
[''6()2)(, '70): T(JO

7;;20 T C)(!l) : I(p dO

Answer

[ftJ

l~. (\ ,
Section I SampleE.~n-,inr.d:ion"l'h:ru 111
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2. A weight loss program claims that participants will lose on ~rage at least 4 pounds a 2- L{-
week. A skeptical consumer group wishes to provide convincing evidence that the Ita ' L4
program's claim is false. Let the mean weight loss per week in pounds by all
participants in the program be represented by Ii. Which of the .following gives the null
and alternative hypotheses that the consumer group should test?

QH"1'~4
H.:j1. <4

(B) Ho:j.L> 4

H.:,u < 4

(C) H"I' ~ 4

H.:.u > 4

(D) H"p ~ 4
H.:j.L "2:.4

(E) H"I' = 4
H.,l'i 4

?(Y\~
-T'''"'

eet I,{.Ut'j., ,:,.
mev'r> ">

(!
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1. A survey was conducted to determine the proportion of high school seniors who planned
to go to college after high school. Questionnaires were sent to a random sample of high
school seniors in the United States during the month of May. The results were.: 78% of
the sample stated that theyplan.ned to attend college after high school. The survey had
a margin of error of ::1:6% at a 95% confidence level. Which conclusion is valid?

An'swet

lEJ
no

(A) 6% of the population of all high school seniors was surveyed.
(B) Between 72% and 84% oftbe sample of seniors stated that they would be going

to college after high school. -
(C) The proportion of the entire population of high school seniors who plan to go to

~ollege is now known to be between 0.72 and 0.84.
~t is unlikelyfuil.nt1e'"given sample result would have been obtained unless the

true population proportion was between 0.72 and 0.84, ,
(E) Between 72% and 84% of the population was surveyed.

SECTIONl
Time-l hour ar.d 30 minutes

Number of questions-40
Percent o[total grade-50

._ >~._.,__ 8~ ~._ , __ ,_ •••• __ ___...._ ~ _~ M __ ._ ~- ~--"--'

Din:etions: Solve each of the following problems, using the available space for scratch
worlt. Decide which is the best oi-the choices given and fill in the corresponding oval on
the answer sheet, No credit will be given for anything written in the test book. Do Dot
spend too rouch time on anyone problem.

,j

Q,5Lj

so-tnP lQ

I(p~CJ..----,o-m -

DS'I (f)66): @
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Questions 4 and 5 refer to the information below.
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0.62

6 or more5

.11,12

Year

Probability

(This means, for example, that a computer that experiences its first failUre in year I has
failed in less than one year.) A small business buys three of these computers. Assuming
that the three computers fun~tio~de~tly, what is the probability that exactly two
of the three ~omputers will fail ill: less than three years? p(X -; d )

SA)(0.19)'(081) C{v1. ~~, ) ;I (JY 3 Wa./
(B) 3(0.19)'!O}iD J, ~
(C) (0.14)'(0.86)
(D) 3(0,14)'(0.86)

(E) 3(0.12)'(0.88) + 3(0,02)'(0.98)

6. Below is a probability distribution showing the year after purchase in which a certain
brand of computer first fails:Researchers who study..,£.hilddevelopmenVound a linear regression model for infan.t

ages that llse<Aii? in months to predict he~ht. A sample 'Jf 12 babies wa~randomly
selected and the information shovm below was 'generated. .

- \
4. What is the s~f the least squares regression line? .bJ -:. r ~

(A) 0.44 5"
(B) 0.53 b ,~~~o)
(e) l.08 I ~ v, {,,~'i,~o
~130?~~
(E) The slope cannot be determined from the given information.

S = 0.256 R-Sq = 68.9% R-Sq (adj 1 = 69.5%

Variable N Mean Median TrMean StDev, SE Mean

7'- (1- ago 12 23.500 23.500 23.500 3.610'" 1.040
c:.- height 12 79.eSO 79 ..800 79.860 2.302\, 0.665')

( f) (,O~ ?(l-"'i)i
~ (. () {q)").( '(;( \!~.•B

ii
~

*I~~::i
, ,
I,
I

i
i
l~,
[
1q
1
i -~

Answer

[]2]
5. What percentage of the observed variation in height can beEplaine9y th~ least

squares regression line ofbeight on age?

(E)

Answer

[U
r- u".~thori«d,,,,,ym:i •• ,, •••••T1

3. 2.1

C3~')~/~'.

E

.• (p--;A

'W-

:)

Answer

[[]
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7. Which distribution has the smallest standard deviation?

Answero

Sflmp]e Examjr~~lti,)j)Thn~e 115
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Answer

~

Glap.e:. f'i- ~
J Ql.l.j(.' [ lJ,.~P eor I c\..r: -
J .()'-I0 odJ -:\

;;>. ) ) &}

p(x.??-)

f::-, ~

)- b ,'0011 (./f (3) I '6C) 1) :: D. rq(.:,

9. The results ofa simple random sample of si@iJl be used to test the null hypothesis
13 = 0 against the alternative hypothesis f3 't- 0, where f3 is the slope of a population
regression line. The resulting test stl}tistic is t = 2.046. Concerning the p-value for the
test, which of the following is true?

Sec-tiOT! I
••......~--=.=:..."""'-~.•..,••••....._=~~.~

10. An inspection procedure at a manufacturing plant involves picking three items at
random from a large batch, and then accepting the. whole batch if at least.~9 of the
three items are in perfect condition. If in reality 80% of the items in the whole batch are
perfect, what is the probability that the batch will be accepted?

fcciI(

(A) 0.01 <p < 0.02
(B) 0.02 'p < 0.Q3
(C) 0.03 < P < 0.04
(D) 0.04 'p < 0.05

Q> 0.05 <.:bPI
3020

rnrrrn
40

f

2030

A

8. In which distribu",-,onare the ~and themedianequal?
~

~()}\.L aJl
Si/j VY\ (lU-I-(l'(aJ

yY'\-Q-afi -- ~

20

(A) A only
(B) B only
(e) Conly

~'Qd~(E)A,B ande

~

A
) B

C
(D) The answer cannot be determined from the graphs.
(E) They all have the same standard deviation.

0JmjJ
40
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Question, 7 and 8 "r", to [he ,"ph, below s~~~at'~~~
B .J ()-", J~ r

l..L-- cJ6Cj' ~

Answer

[U Answer

[0
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Which of the following best describes the relationship between method of teaching and
type of class?

Answer

[g

13. A study was performed to determine whether there is an association between the method
of teaching -lecture or discussion - and the subject matter of the class that was being
taught. Nine art classes, 11 math classes and 10 science classes were obselved, and the
type of teaching was recorded for each class. The following results were obtained.

7t).. +e':>t-
O+- I~~N1.u,q,

p--.on

Discussion Lecture

Art I 8

Math 8 3

Science 6 4

(A) There appeatS to be no association since the number of discussion classes and the
number of lecture classes were exactly the same .

(B) No :lssociation can be determined since the numbers of art, math and science
~asses were not exactly the same.
~~~ere appears to be an association since the art classes were less likely to use

discussion than either the math or the science classes .
(D) There appears to be an association since both the number of math and the number

of science classes were greater than the number of arts classes.
(E) No information regarding this associatioI1 can be gained from the data given in

the table.

14. A researcher interested in the age at which women are having their first child surveyed
a simple random sample of 250 women who had at least o~ld. He found that the
distribution of the age at which women have their first child was approximately normal
with a m"ean of22.3 and a standard deviation of 5,-'LAccording to the empirical rule,
approximately 9~ti'~~tl:le women have their fu.::: child between the ages of

(A) probability thai a 1'ype .11error oc~urs
d~)-prooaOilitY.tl.la"ta Type- I~~~'oC'g;:.,..
\C'-probaBimyiliat a TyPe Ierror does not occur
(D) probability that a Type IIerror does not occur
(E) p-value of the, test

dij}~
(el III only
(D) I and II only
(E) I, II and III

.Answer

~

11. Which of tbe following statements about simple random samples is true?

I. A simple random sample i~ chosen in such a way that each element
of the population has the same chance of betng seleeteq.

II. A simple random samFJe..o[ size n is a sampkcftos.:;n in such a way that every \ M
set of II elements from the population has the same chance of forming the ~6
sample.

III. A sample of 4 students is selected from a class of 10 girls and 10 boys by
randomly selecting 2 of the 10 girls and 2 oCthe 10 boys. This is an example ~
of a simple random sample.

.. d.hth .. 112. The level of slgmficance of a YF<L._ltS1Stest IS a ways equal to the

!

'I
H,.
Ii

(A) 11.5y,",,,nd 33.1 y'"" n-:-;I. ~O
.9 years an years. _

(C) 16.9 yo"" ""d 33.1 yo"" X -- ;;>~.')
(0) 20.0 years and 24.6 years
(E) 20.0 years and 36.9 years Sx __ 5'.Lj

d;l,) + (5.4)~-
33, I

',I'

't',
Ii
II

"IIil

.Answer[[]
1
'- U••••"""ii<dt6py;-"~ot..;;j.~

••y put oflb ••"". ;, lll.,.l I

~d..'J t.5 J-{ (;).) :

11.5

,'1~:.-4':';.l s).

Answer

[A]
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15. At a certain high school, 1/7 of all students take AI>Statistics, 1/4 of all students play
football, and these two events are independent. If a student is chosen .<It random from
the sChool, what is the probability that the student is involved in at least one of these
two pursuits? .

17. The residual plot below came from a linear regression using data on grade al midterm
against grade on final exam. Which conclusion could be reached by analyzing the
residual plot?

16. Early studies of probability were conducted by the Italian mathematician Girolamo
Carclano (1501-1576). One of the many dice games that Cardano studied was played
wit..l].six 6-sided dice. Each of these six dice had five blank fa~ and one fact; with a
Dumber, and each of the numbers 1 through 6 appeared on exactly one of the six dice.
All 6 dice were rolled at once, and the payoff to the gambler was based on the 'sum of
the numbers showing on the up faces. 'What is the the expected value of the sum
obtained by rolling all 6 dice?

v(y~0
-rcA \.)6)~VlA}-t p(f.;)- RA/l~

~.J..., .k J:- - .J--( if ~'b

xi') + 3(t ';

Answer

[LJ

losel 1at(~

I u••u'bori,~d:."I'y;'-i.M~;."," - I

90 100

.0

Midterm

X.:. 70 10

60 70 805040

Residual Plot

~.

l~v-\(1I1
ClF",t .
j\\(fIe

, Vorl/l.~(ft\
'VJ •

30

-20

10

-10

~ 0
:9

~

Answer

[Q]

(A) An exponential curve should be used to predict ..the fmal grade from the midterm
grade.

(B) A parabola should be used to predict the final grade from the midtenn grade.
(C) A cubic curve should be used to predict the final grade from the midteml grade.
(0) There is evidence of a g;:eater variation from the regression line for students with ~ (~~d)

low midteon scores than for students with h~idterm scores. V a...~ la...n {J'Y'
(E) Students did better on the final exam than they did on the midterm.

18. The heights of American men aged 18 to 24 are approxiU1ately normal with a mean of
68 inches and a standard deviation of2.5 inches. Abouy22o/;Qfthese men are taller .than

:/.o{. ..:4: 0~
(A) 66 inch" /r* < • ,~

~~ ~ ~-~->

~ ••~ X-Go
(0) 72 inch" . 11 i.J ,101>'-\ {, r<::'):' ~
(E) 74 inches I ';;.J

,841Cp =X~

.2.r

?'!,OJ
-; J.;f6

A..nswer

~

Answer

[Q]

J--gg

10
~

1 L(f)tdi\ 1~(t)

1'J-
r76

)'1_
fD

~

3.)

+ l-Jo
~
~I - U.'::~.~:,~:~;:',,:':~~I

~
(C) 6
(0) 36
(E) 42

(); /2P--'\ t ((i) t

~b . \--.t- -\-: ;;.. .2.{() ~ r- :?o ~
':::

i i
,:,::

',I

:1
'~ '

:' ~r
j'l
~k
I: :\
,'II'ill;

H:

Ii.,

iii!
"

i'l':I .
I
'I,
:1"
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19. Which of the following will most likely approximate a uniform distribution?

(A) The heights of students at a particular high school
(il) The weights of students at a pmticulnr high-school
(C) The SAT scores of seniors at a particl11ar high school

~The IQ scores of students fit fI pflrticularhigh schoolOhe ages of students at a particular high school

Answer

~

().., lA > 'c J.
(/ 'fI'-rfT""- 11~r-

;;< S tt1-~
,j»J' •../..-.

1(J15 >~(0):
1;;0

/(fD'.;J.('OI; ~
Ie;:;> is" Mart. k"
';3 ~ d-w'cL-fz<iYt5

a...W~"

(A) 90

~
(C) 150
('DfAil of the above
(E) None of A, B, or C would be an outlier.

21. The scores on a standardized test designed to measure math anxiety are nonnally
distributed with a mean of 100 and a standard deviatioll of 10 for n population of first
year cOUege students. Which of the following observations would be considered an
outlier? .....,t.A -. ,f.5t) --

~-_ '0

0v1Q. ~ ~. VG/-7

I) -b l<6 t-~
SQ~ frr1,~ [E]

!?:~
~

20. At a certain high school, a simple random sample offifty.two 11th and 12th graders was
asked about their political affiliations. The results are summarized in the following two-
way table. IfaX' test were performed using these data, what would be the appropriate
number of degrees of freedom? •

22. A six-sided die has ooe I, two 3's, two 4's and one 6. The mean and the standard
deviation of the score on this die are 3.5 and 1.5, respectively. What are the mean and
the standard deviation of the total score when this die is rolled five times?

(A) Mean = 3.5, standard deviation = 0.67
(B) Mean = 3.5, standard deviation = 0.95
(C) Mean =17.5, standard deviation =2.74.,
(0) Mean = 17.5, standard deviation = 3.35
(E) Mean = 17.5, standard deviation =- 7.1.'

V 1;(1 ,)1- :. 3."'1>

. I. 5)2-

cr1.
2-

1-,I ~-')-k

Answ,,"

[0

t/ (j~ +
+"Y ,

v(/')y+(

~,

nSJe.l: ( ~ f;') <;:-

Answerrn
(r--l] (C-))

(3- () (;2 -I)
T~)(,).-:;L

11th Grade 12th Grade
Republican 11 5
Democrat 10 15

Indepeo.dent 5 6

ciP
(0) 6
(E) 25

I 1J••• tIIori •• ~<"",..,.••••...•.:EJ
..., 1"'<I_~lh;,p'~~ ~I'I: I U••••_""""I'l'I"C •••••••••• I

...,1 pu1 of Ihio "" to '11,,>1.
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23. The heights of 17-year-old boys are normally distributed with a standard deviation of
2.25 inches. How does the height of a boy at the lOth percentile compare with the mean
height of 17-year-old boys? ' lOti'\.

CA) APproxima~elY 1.89 inches below the mean ~:-
(B) Approximatel 2.5 inches below the mean _

) A proximately 2.88 inches below the mea Sx :...-;}. ~5
CD) Approximate y 3.7 inches below the mean
(E) Approximately 4.5 inches below the mean J.A:::0

1'10 110/1Yl C. (0): - J.;>~

,--- ~--'-.-~~ -~----"l-' ~- -~-~-~'-~;::=~/S?e
25. Usmg a random mteger generator, Nata Ie generates1.00 samples O~~2:!2.I~gel:~

between 0 and 4, inclusive. She records the total number of D's and l's in each of the
200 samples. Which of the following is the distribution she has simnlaled?

123
(

.40

Sl1n1i1:(e gx<:;:-,"::,j'Jf~tjJL' Tl,~.ee

p~ (~~:-)~.t:O;w
::> .

L()bn{'~V (0 ~I '~) ~ rJ~. )... . ~ ) • T ~

. (A) A sampling distribution of sample proportions with n = 200, p = 0.4 . ~
(B) A sampling distribution of sample proportions with n = 30, p = 0.2 ~ l/lPJ2.fJ A

@A;Omialdistributionwithn=s,p=0.2. +,1'0--15 ~
( ) A b omial distribution with n = 30, p = O.4~ l.tt ~ I oJ.. 15
(E) A binomial distribution with n = 200, P = 0.4 I e.a.- (. } <Sf ~

SLLU~S 50
SUSS .••s.s.
j+ ,-) ,0-1--

01,,7011

Settil):;") :t

T
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Answer

[g Answer

~

., 24. 'Y\'hich of the following statements about a least squares linear regression mod~

:;;

I

'"i

1
- Un.u'l>oriu<I'op)'iog •••• u.in' I

. __ p."nrUli'J"'g,i,ill, •• ~

Ir
Answer

[[]

r,:.O~Y\

V'L () S'I()p.e.
n(ry;~

r~o:f+
b: (.8-

I 5)<

01-' 0 (~)
GI -..-0 e'

The sum of the residuals is always zero, - /"
If,2 = 0, the regression line is horizontal. V
A random pattern in the residual plot is an indication that a nonlinear model f\ 0
will fit the data better than the straight-line regression model.

I.
II.
Ill.

y
and'IJT'O'i'i1Y

(0) II and III only
(E) I, II, ,cd 1II

I U.,"tborlzod cop~io~,or,t<".i"1 I
"'JPL~.fUli'J'&C"",t1'fll.

i

Ii:
.:;
1 !;
!(ii
~ iii, I
lJ:,
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40

Answer

[KJ

30

3( q(.) =-

'-1,)'.> IS- .I \? )

2010

J lI~••••ori"dcopyill,l"'''U''''1 I

I;):;' :t

(q,

-r~,
'-, 5 10 -.l5-~.~-~2_~~~~'~-2~5

o

~ _ "1.\0 _ "" Q(-

"f0 - - V;(lb - U. I..,

LD r-/"G 0- :> ~

300
250

•....200
g 15'0
U

100

50

(BJ 18
16
14

~ 12
~IO8 8

.6
4
i

(D)

6---

10 20 30 40 50 60 70o

27. A population distribution is skewed right with a mean of 12.3 and a standard deviation
of..2J). A student takes 1000 randon6amples of size lQ07from this distribution and
graphs all 1000 of the sample means using a histogram. Which of the following is most
likely toe this simuleted "mpling distdbution of the meen'! cJ j I t?t. et

(y/\~ 5~
IA. a-c-reV1 I ••i'~, {(fl'~-+ ~olll ~td

I YlcJ'''
yl\61~ Ia-vq(

S 0.--"" 1'102)

(AJ 300

250

•..•200

g ISOu
100

50

(C) 220
200
180
160

.•.•140
~120 ull

8100 oro-,,,
80 W'~ j19 SpvQ..t'!
20

-20 0 20 40 60~
(E) 220

200
180
160

- 140
~ 1200100
u 80

60
40
20.

Answer

[TI
L (J)j£/1

Two sample T.test and confidence interval

0< : ,OS-

S 'e; y')'- t, (U-A tl'7

Boxplot of Rest Pulse by Gender
(means are indicated by solid circle)

Gender

rp ': ..0 I--/;Z !...

+£u-u- -be-.

70

Which of the following is a correct conclusion from the analysis shown above?

(A) The mean at rest pulse rate for the females is!!Q.t significantly lower than the f'- W)

t1"'::J mean at rest pulse rate of the males at the 0.65 level of significance. -
.(J9 The mean at rest pulse rate for the females E.significantly lower than the mean at

rest pulse rate of the males at the 0.05 level of significance.
(C) The mean at rest pulse rate for the females is significantly lower than the mean at fl-U

rest pulse rate of the ma1es at the 0.01 level of significance.
(D) The mean at rest pulse rate for the females is significantly higher than the mean ,. 0

at rest pulse rate of the males at the 0.05 level of significance.
(E) There is evidence at the 0.05 level of significance that the mean at rest pulse of

men is different from the mean at rest pulse of women.

Gender N Mean StDev SEMean

9
F 16 51.37 6.86 1.7

for 0 M 15 55.73 6.69 1.7

95% elfm !l(F) -!liM) ,(-9.3,0.6)

'" 50
IT-Test .u{F) = j.l(M)(vs <):

40 + T=-1.79 P=0.042 DF=28
I

Female Male

26. A study attempted to compare the at rest pulse rales of men and women between the
ages of 35 and 60, Two independent random samples were taken, one from the
population of females and the other from the population of males, and the at rest pulse
rates of the men and women in the samples were measured. The computer output shown
below gives the rMll1ts for a test of H~ jJ.'''''' •••• = jJ.,..,,, versus H.: f11''',~,< jJ. •••I".

I U"""""":'~~~~.~~,~"~_~_~I--1
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bv.a./~ ~ 111

vi-t-fo Stya.

Couple I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Husband 72 70 74 65 71 70 71 66 67

Wife 69 62 65 67 68 66 68 64 67

(A) simple random sample

~ ,Iust« '"~~~4( stjjltificdnm sampJI;"":>
(D) systematic sample
(E) convenience sample

Answer

~

[
Un""lhori«<lcOPY"'IOf,....,i,g I

: . '''XP'''of~';1 I"'loi, ill<•• 1.

30. The massed marching bands of the Middle States region have gathered fOr their annual
gala. The musicians present consist entirely of brass players, Woodwind players, and
percussionists. Certain changes in procedure have been implemented this year, and so,
in order to gather opinion on these changes, the organizers decide to take a sample of
the musicians and to interview the people selected. The organizers suspect that there
might be differences of opinion between the players of different types of instrument.
Therefore, in order to form the sample, Ine organizers select a random sample of brass
player,S, a random sample of woodwind jJlaycrs, and a random sample ofperc'ussionists.
This is an example of a

(A) 1\vo sample z-test ,

(B) Two sample /-1", t-du..cl JlO-..lA
Ceq Parred0SC> V\i\.(!..' r

(D) Chi-square test for homogeneity
(E) t.test for the slope of the regression line

Answer

[g

Section I._-'_._-------_._---_ .._-----, .......•..•~ .._----_ ..

31. The table below shows the heights in inches of 9 randomly selected married couples.
Which of the following significance tests could be used to determine if, on average, men
an: taller than the women they jDany? (You may assume that all conditions for inference
are met.)

(

Answer

~

Answer

[ill

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

o 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
Age in Years

o

, '1 ;;l(P

25 30 35

~l(~~

I I J I I

o 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
Age in Years

, 07 L/ ::. :'f )G

_,e--+-__ e--",_+--+-_,~,
o 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

Age in Years

~1~~D~-

-t,-+---+--+,-+,--.,e--+--+-+
o 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

Age in Years

.~m-

(A) 90%
(B) 92%

~
(0) 95%
(E) 98%

29. The histogram below displays the ages of a random sample of 41 pennies drawn from
a population of 1,000 pennies. Which of the following boxplots could represen~ this
distribution of ages?

~\.r Z

15,,~O J ,.- ,tl5S" \'. I") :r
~t ~ 109,~~5i

a

(Al

(
\,,6 SnmpleExnminr.tioll Thne Section1-~'-----~----"'.---'-~'---+"-'-~

28. A two-tailed hypothesis lest is conducted to detennine if there is a difference between two
populatio!!.-means. The population standard deviations are ~wn. The test reports ap-
value of .~, Using the same data, a confidence interval for fl, - jl2 is calculated. Ofthe
following, which is the lowest level of confidence for which the interval will contain 01

D'7L( .

'~I o~7 :.. - 0')7
.03 ' a-

;;:=::; -.n50 - .0 3/)::- (</!LJ SJ,;>.
.50 . ';)0 \
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32. The principal of a school wants to know if the method of instruction (lecture 'liS. lecture
and exploratory activities) influences how well classes learn. Using two statistics
classes taught by the same teacher, the principal flips a coin to decide which class will
be taught using lecture only. The other class is 10be taught by both lecture and group
exploratory activities. Which statement does NOT explain why the design of this
experiment is flawed. -

(A) Since the same teacher teaches both classes, classes must meet at different times
of the day. Influences of time of day may be confounded with teaching method.

(B) There is insufficiep.t replication in the experiment.
(C) It is possible that the two classes differ in ability. Therefore, ability could be

confounded with teaching method.
-(D) There is no control group ~in-'th-,-,-x-p-,,-i-m-,-nD-t.

(E) Since the principal is using only statistics classes taught by the same teacher, the
principal cannot generalize the results of the study to all classes and teachers in

. the school.

}

f, .

34. SupposeAand B are events with the given probabilities: peA) "" i,and PCB) ""~, and

PCB given A) "'" -to Which of the following conclusions can NOT be drawn [rom the

given information?

(A) peA ,nd B) ~ i
(B) peA 0' B) = i
(C) P(A given B) = -t
(D) A and B are not mumally exclusive events.
(E) A and B are independent events.

Answer[g

33. Ifa fair coin js tossed five times and comes up heads all five times, then the probability
of a tail on the sixth toss is ---

Answer

"[2]

r-U:nt.~thari"d<><>PYlO

~

•• _""., •.•._,,, Iou.",U ••• l '

~~

Answer

[J

'\ \~i

35. A farmer has a IOO-acre square field that has been planted with corn. The field has been
divided into a 10 by 10 grid of plata, making 100 square plots, each of area 1 acre. The
east end of his field is next to a fores!. Because of the shade the trees offer, this side of
the field is the least productive. On the west end of the field is a river. The closer the
plots ofland are to the river, the more fertile the soil is and the more productive the land.
He wished to estimate the yield of the whole field by taking a sample of ten of the one.
hundred plots. Of the methods given below, which is likely to give the most accurate
estimate of the yield of his field?

(A) He should randomly select 5 plots from the ten I-acre plots closest to the river
and 5 plots from the ten I-acre plots furthest from the river.

(B) He should number all the plots of land from I to 100 and use a random number
generator to select the tcn plots.

(C) He should divide the field into 10 rows, each row starting on the east and ending
on the west end of the' field. He should number each of the I-acre plots in each of
the ten rows from 1-10. Then using a random number generator select one 1~acrf'
field from each of the east/west rows.

(D) H, ,hould divide the field into 10 COW'. ,,,h cow ""'ing Oll the ,,,,t 'nd ending. ~ ' J.
on the west end of the field. He should number the rows from I to 10. Then using
a random number generator, he should select one of the eastJwest rows aap.
sample all ten I-acre fields in that row. .

(E) He should diVide th~ field into 10 columns, each column starting on the north and
ending on the south end oftlle field. He should number each of the I-acre plots in
each of the ten columns from 1-10. Then using a random number generator,
select one I-acre field from each of the north/south columns.

Answer

[Q]

VlO

COLV)S hac~
vna~ies 0

pvob-
are I r/dfjJMlChrrl:

So-me
'-fhe~

1
(A) 32

3
(B) 32

(C) SligHly less than i
@

(E) More than i
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36. Consider the set of n points, (XloYI). (X"Yl)' ... ,(x ••y.). Let the mean of the x-values be

:z and the mean of the y~values be y. Suppose, now, that an attempt is made to fit a
straight line to the set of points, and for each x-value, x;, the value of y predicted by the
line is YI. If the line that is fitted to the set of points is, in fact, the least squares
regression line, which of the following is being minimized?

(A) y,
(B) x; - X

(C) L(Y' - l'j
(D) 2.;(x, - Xl'

(E) 2.;(y, - y,)' . /

'\ f~'>'~' Answer

[I]

38: A hypothesis test is to be conducted using the results from a simple random sample.
Which of1he following is true?

f3
(A) Thp .FZ~rof the test increases ~ a, the probability of making a Type Ierror,

decreases. ~
(B) The power of the test decre~es as the sample size, n, increases. n tJ
(C) The power of the test increases as a increases. 0 '-~
(D) The power of the test is the probability that the null hypothesis is false.

.(E) The power of the test increases as f3, the probability of making a Type II crror,
increases.

cA O/f'cl (3 (),I\Q

I.M ~sd~ yela) ...((j
37. A student wishes to know if a majority of students at his school approve of changing the

food sele~tions in the cafeteria. He takes a simple random sample Of.IQQJ;tudents from
a list of the 4,000 in the enme schooL He then asks each student in the sample whether
he/she is in"ravor of changing the food selections in the cafeteria. If 65 of the students
are in favor of changing the selel?tions, the value l:l.f the test statistic is

Answer

~

39. Suppose that, for a particular set of data. the regression line, y = 3x + b, passes
through the point (2, 5). If x .and y are the sample means of the x- and y-vaiues
respectively, then y =

U."'<h"'i.od<.9Y;"I"'f<~.'
"'.""'of'''' •••••,i,iII •••I.- I

3 (x)
~b ;o

- q x.

_1-,'j-3Y

[i 3~-J
Answero

bo -:c. 'j

5';; 3(~)r 10
S--:. (0 ~b

,I<>,0

'vo:' -I

(A) x
(B) > - 2

(C) > + 5
(Q)3f

(iEi 3>-9

Answer

[Q]

0- 11'\..«- J <lY , ~

. S-o

()~)

(A) z = >0.65 - 0.5)
(0.65) (0.35)

100 /\
(B) z = (0.65 - 05) Ii):'- (g <)

i (0.5) (05) ..< r ---100 --- /(fI::;,

(C) z - (0.65 - 0.5) 0,""" t
- i(0.65)(0.35) loU'- LA.JQ.Vl

4000
(D) z (0.65 - 05) 5<J 0

i (0.5) (0.35) I I>
100

(E) z = (0.65 - 0.5)
, (05)~%5)

40

I Uuu,l>oriud oopy;nl or ,.;u;;;"I-:-)
"'yp<rl"flhlo""F"j~'llJ.
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40. Temperature data were recorded in degrees Celsius for a certain community in
England. The data were converted to degrees Fahrenheit using the formula,

Degrees Fahrenheit = ~ (Degrees Celsius) + 32. Which of the following is NOT true

about the transformed data?

+h~-J
VCU1

Ie 55I:)r

Minutes Proportion

6 0.10

7 0.10

8 0.30

9 0.60
10 0.70

11 080

12 0.90

13 0.975

14 0.975

13 0.975

16 LOO

p07V1-t iY\oU CCL-ks

skJ.tJ/l1:5
'7 m (VL~-kJL0

-ri'te
(Yl/Uz

LO
0.9

0.8

"0 0.7.€
0

£' 0.6

" 0.5
l'

l OA

0.3

0.2

0.1

1
6 7
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Spend about 65 minutes on Uri) put of the exam.

Percent of Section II grade-75
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9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
Number of Minutes to Run a Mile

1. The figure below shows a crnnulative relative frequency plot of the one mile run times
(in minutes) for a sample of forty randomly s~lected s~ldents at a high school with a
population of 3,500 students. The table provides the cumulatiVe proportion pictured in
the relative frequency plot.

. .•..""""~._- •...•..•.~-'-"-.~ __ ~_'. __.•.'=-- __ 7. •• ~ __ •..~~--=~ ~__._~

DireeHollS; Show atl your work. Indicate clearly the methods you use, because you will
be graded on the correctness ofyout method as well as on the accuracy and completeness
of YOUrresults and explanations.

(a) In the context of this problem, explain what infonnation the circled point
provides.

/he c.,-(c~c\
G 00;0 m:

.-f11C

Answer

[Q]

~

~
s c..JL---.?>~(Jsc)~

(A) The mean of the transfonned data in degrees Fahrenheit equals

~ (mean in degrees Celsius) + 32.

(B) The ID7dian of the transfo~ed data in degrees Fahrenheit equa1s

~ (median in degrees Celsius) +32.

(C) The variance of the transformed data in degrees Fahrenheit equals

~ (variance in d~grees Celsius).

(D) The standard deviation of the transformed data in degrees Fahrenheit equals

~ (standard deviation in degrees Celsius).

(E) The range of the transformed data in degrees Fahrenheit equals

~ (range in degrees Celsius).
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2. In a particular state, scores of standardized mathematics tests at the high schoollevei
for the special education student subgroup suggested that only 29.3% of the students in
the state were proficient. Schools in the slate varied widely in the percentage of special
education students who were proficient or advanced proficient. The department of
education for the state was interested in conducting a study to determine jf placing
highly qualified mathematics teachers into special education classrooms to teach
alongside special education teachers would help raise the scores of the special education
subgroup. In this state, special education teachers teaching mathematics are required to
take substantially less mathematics credits than a highly qualified tcacher of
mathematics.

A researcher for the department of education suggested that a study be designed in the
following way. Select 60 high schools at random from the state that imum of
least 45 special educahon studentS m their freshman class. oml select 20 the

~schools to..havi2-all' of their freshman special education classes t.aught by highly
qualified mathematics teachers in addition to the special education teacher, 20 of the
schl5i5Jsto be taught only by a special education teacher, and 20 schools to be taught by
both a special education teacher and an aide. Continue the study into the spring of their
junior year when the slate standardized tests are given. 111e researcher will then
compare the perc'ent proficient in the three groups.

(a) What type of design has been proposed for the study? What are the experimental
units in the study? -,

Pt (J..,M{)rY\ I?c... cJ. des i'1""
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(b) Use the information provided to create a boxplot of the distribution of mile-run I _ ,) aA .
times, ,V' 6v.:fft pI-

(

I u~."<h.ri,od«>py\nl,.".u •••• -- 1
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(frluiA- ~) .

~7 T&R.- 0 o..0{ld ;<3 fVLU~, ~~
b..e)T' fYV CLjWU rrfl V0->1' ) a. b ('Y
(d) If the average runnmg time for a mile for the population of all high school

students IS 8 5 mmutes, IS the mean for thiS sample likely equal to 8 5 minutes
less than 8 5 mmutes, or grealer than 8 5 mmutes? Explam '
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(b) List two confounding variables that are not controlled in th .• ~"Idy E l' .se te h h' - ",," . 'xpalnlna
n nee or two w y t ey might lead to a biased study

Suh.,ro-l.s ~~''1 uY-. roe OS tlU...f G-e~ 't cL(VLl~ O-f +eCLcLv.f~)
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Squad A

Number of Cal~s in a Day 0 1

Probability 0.30 DAD

Section n Saraple EXflmin~tloll Thne 'J37-'-"-_.~.,._~'---~~---_. --'-"~~---"'-_.-----_._..' '~~-"----'
3. A large community has two volunteer first aid squads. Squad A is located in the business

district of the community. Squad B serves the more rural part of the community. It is
safe to assume that the number of calls in II day is independent for the two squads. The
disiribution of the number of calls for squads A and B is as follows:

Squad B

Number of Calls in a Day

Probability 0.10

(a) Find the probability on any given day lhat squad A has one@an than d
squad B. Show your work. . - , oes

P(A-;'D£> .-.I 13?t)-\ P(I\-:;I, ~:~)+P(A:;I 'B:::3)
(, 'P){,:>,o) + {.4:l:»(D.ID +- ({).I'S)(.'O) -:::Q,I(o"'-
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(c) Without changing the number of schools involved in the study, describe a better
design for the study and explain why your design is better.

r - u •••• lbOii:iod-<q>yIq or........ I

(b) The distribution of the nwnber of calls for squad A minus the nwnber of eaIls for
:>quadB is partially shown below. Find the probability that squad A has fewer
calls than squad B. Show your work.
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Cd) The mean and variance of Squad Bare 0.9 and 0.99 respectively. In a random
sample of 36 days what are the mean and standard deviation of the difference in
the mean number of calls received by the two squads (Squad A - Squad B)? '

a..cLu. (i5
(.WiSIrro

Subject Prc-exercise 7 Post-exercise I)H
1 99 97
2 57 55
L 62 58
4 69 60 --_.,---
5_ .._._}~,___ 75___ 1-----'-
6 ._77,_____ -'1(,._

..1________ 59.__ .._..$6- ~
!..--'" 92__ ------&8
9 70 65

-

t--

4. A study was conducted to investigate some effects of~egular exercise on weight loss of
adults. A simple random sample of nine subjects was selected from the population of
adult~. Each subject was weighed before being given a program of regular exercise and
then again 3 weeks after. The subjcGts made no other changes in their daily routines. The
data below give the weights of the subjects in kilograms before and after the exercise
program.
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Do these data su . -r:Lc.. - "'I r (-. h l' pport the claim that the . I C4 rrr, X::' 0<., J '-0
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Plot Regular Kiln-Dried

1 1903 2009

2 1935 1915

3 1910 2011

4 2496 2463

5 2108 2180
6 1961 1925
7 2060 2122
g 1444 1482
9 1612 1542

10 J3J6-. 1443
11 15JJ 1535

o. In 1908 W. S. Gosset wrote a paper titled, "The Probable Error of a Meao". In the paper
Gossett reported on the corn yield using two different kinds of seed. The fIrst seed was
the usual seed used by farmers in England at tha.t time. '1}1esecond seed type was kiln~
dried. Each type of seed was planted in adjacent plots~~,,-ccountingfor 11 pairs of "split"
plots. The data ar: given below. The numbers are ~o~ per ac~~

SECTIONll
PartB

Questions 6
Spend l\1'.)Qut25 minutes on this ~art of the exam.

Percent of Section II grade-25

Directions: Show all your work. Indicate clearly the methods you use, because you will
be graded on the correclness of your method as welt as on tbe accuracy and completeness
of your results and explanations.

l~~~ ')

r
p.r6lt~"

I

I
b Ilj)

(y

";>

OL'-j-r .

86%

or lower
14%

63%

37%

p ( A (Jl13 a.vq. l.A"- Its ~ C(Ji"'\y?~k~ 'J..'Jv th'j('U'
(O:J.D) (.&,'1) -I- D, 4Jj (D, ,?-Z) ;;.'{). J.'Co

'D'3.162DjY~~ '££ng~~~fo;~~n:',::0L~f\ 6/tt.Jta
B's stated ill part (a) still apply do th d ~t, an~~entagc of A's and'

b
' ese ata <nve evide f . .

etween average high school d db". nee 0 an associationgra e an completion of a 2-year degree or higher?

D 'J-rl.,:,_ I D j ezs Average High School Gracles
_ u eet

O,3?~- ercentage Attaining 2-year degree or higher 64%~ l' Percentage not attaining any degree 36%

~~O 4 ,40...c.~ lIfO C-'" ~
(a) rf~ of the stL1dents earned A's and 40% ~i~.,r ,t"dent, th" completed a 2.ye.r de ~ 0' hi cd B s, what pee"nt of the

p( ,4oY B'~ ~l:~~t?1C(JYr)p~-ko ~~~e6:-~~;:ah;nCjVtQr)
p (~(l'IYljOLe-kJ. ~'1"" CU-"j v-re) =- (O:).fj) (Q/c,1f ') + D.l.jC(C~;'f7) .'j-(6i/1l

. =- C, 3?;t

1'1(, 89mple EXflminntioL Tbree 8c!.'tlc,n IT
_.,.~.,. .._ ..~._.~ •.•...•.•...•. --..',,~ _'~~ ' ,••.~-""'." .... _.~ .•.•.•."'-='-"- '._...o.

-.s, Many high school students believe that college success ISnot linked 10h~1..r~l
preparation. A study was conducte~t determine if grades in high school were
associated with completion of colleg IpO randomly selected students from the high
school class of 1996 who started a col ege program were surveyed. Only 14% of the
seniors with a grade avernge of C or lower complcted college. The results of the survey
are given below.
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The following computer output shows the descriptive statistics of the two variables and
a regression output which resulted from fitting a least squares regression line using yield
from "regular" seed to predict yield from "kiln-dried" seed.

Nonnal Probability Plot of the Residuals
(response is KILN-DR!)

2f I
varia~ N Mean Median TrMean StDev SE Mean
REGULAR 11 1841 1910 1827 343 103
KILN-DR! 11 1875 1925 1858 333 100

Variable Minimum Maximum Ql Q3
I "REGULAR 1316 2496 1511 2060 "~ 0

KILN-DR! 1443 2463 1535 2122

I
"'"

Predictor Coef StDev T p I -I

Constant 120.4 116.7 1.03 0.329

REGULAR 0.95293 0.06241 15.27 0,000

I
-2

S = 67.65 R-Sq = 96.3% R-=Sq(adj) • 95,9\ ~IOO a lOa
Regular

Residual Versus REGtn.,AR
(response is KILN-DRI)

Below is a residual plot and a normal quantile plot of the residuals resulting from the
regressiQn. (a) Use side by side boxplots to compare the com yield for the two groups. Write a

few sentences commenting on your display, -r (J) {( - s:4j
J-. - /1<fl V Q. ., 10 )

I ,! I
1'00 ,1\' ;;lo60 J.c;CSb

I1u -puD d; ')h-; 0t(-h(}'Yf, O-"C !J t?f'1

S; iYl i Iu./' , t1v- UJ'\,-+t', 5 ll: r-uH~

~ [ I l~-\.

------c: 0:--'R.e..~ulw
~

K; I V) - J-vtl'd

25002000
Regular

1500
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Ii.
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Ii
Ii.i.
"
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(b) ~ho~d t~,c;lcul'ted Ime" r~,gressionmodel he used t~predict the yield o["kiln

ne see rom the Yield of regular seed"? Give statistical justification to
support your response._ r'e o.,<oJ (U<'< ~ S~ ') 13'" pi 075 ~ ,- 5"7 "" '" eJ,. 'oJ. 50 <d CU1 ,,5'''-"'''' ~,,,,,./f,~

. '1D 1e;1 70 >U ;f +1v. IUC.<.a/ _ r<lo..h .,., sh, piP"*'- .1-,5+' ca-I.(r 5 icr.f., co.Af)
CL -fert {)-f.- ~ s I~~ ).5 C'a..rtl (. d {J'l.X+. +h. ).;:.Q tLClQ.JY1 P +-lC( 6:/ 0 1 Do

o ~ /l1~'''' .J. -+<.sr -I 0 /5. ;;>., ( ~ ~" "., """. 1 SJ". "),
. p'" •.leu.; 0 .6 . W, Ca.." r<j u t 't>.<. 4, .$.v,JCQ' p- 0 <cL<.U IA J.t " .

-j1w.."ti 5 ',"I'<.' t,r"j, U. ..P.o._<xl. "6 5'" . <n.. .e. lJ<Ar> 1"10
• &< u0 (J.j) ~lv" d
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(e) Is there a differenclLiQmean yi ld b tw th I I • I_~..;;.,~..;...:~,--' - ":'~7-k,;t 5 0/> J, ~a.cJ;i pJ (YT w,,' I' (Lv'> +'<.0-
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